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is very important to everyone and sometimes it determines the health

and life of us. i really care about what i eat because i have a sensitive

stomach. the food i like must be very unique and special and my

friends always joke that im a gourmet. some people may often go to

different restaurants for a change but for me, im the regular customer

of a small restaurant which is called ...... its a place with cozy

atmosphere and whenever you go there, you feel at east. i often go

there with my friends on weekend and most of time the guests are the

regular customers. the waiters and waitresses can remember your

taste without mistake, which is very amazing. im particular about

food and i dont like ginger or garlic, which are the two basic elements

of Chinese dishes. i always get made in other restaurants because they

always put in the two things. but here i just relax. they cook the food

just in the way i want. and the price is reasonable. i like it very

muchtime As youth, we are in the prime of our life. We should make

good use of our golden time. The teachers take pains to teach us

every day so that we can acquire more knowledge. We should not

fail their expectations. I should not rest content with what I have

done. Entering college is just a step in the threshold of the palace of

knowledge. The road is long. The modern age needs the well

educated. The future world is highly competitive. If we idle away our

time while young wo shall regret it in vain when we are did.From



now on I will concentrate all my energy on my studies as to qualify

myself as a talent in the 21st century. Time and tide wait for no man.

I should value my timesubjectOf all the subjects I study i like math

best. I think it is reasonable. You know math helps you to exercise

your brains, and make you smarter and more intelligent. Math can

be applied in all fields, and naturally it is said that math is the father of

all subjects.Math has been developing rapidly. In the development of

science and technology, there continuously appear problems which

may be solved only with the help of math. This in turn makes math

itself develop faster. Many examples can be cited to show the

synchronous development of math and technology and science.

From this point of view, we are sure to say that math will develop still

faster, for science and technology will continue to advance without

stop.However, math is not easy to master. It requires a high degree of

intelligence. You can see some children who often fail to pass their

math examination, but others deal with it very easily. This difference

obviously comes from the levels of intelligence. But what is most

important in mastering math is ones hard work. Though one is less

clever, he can master it through diligence. Countless facts have

proved this point. Math is a challenge and that is why I like it.家庭成

员参考内容I knew a child who is so cute. His nickname is AnAn.

He is 5 years old and now lives with his grandmother. He has got

very dark hair and a few teeth in his mouth. He is always happy every

day and you can hear his laughter in a long distance away. That often

makes me recall of my childhood, which was also characterized as

carefree. And, he can always think out lots of questions which are so



unbelievable for you to answer. For example, one day he asked me

why he can’t fly as the birds do. I was really startled to hear such a

question. I often bring him to the store to buy him all kinks of food

he liked and of course he liked sweets best. He is very helpful and has

a kind heart. I often see him helping old people living nearby carry

things. One day, I was shocked to see him leading an old man to

cross the road, for he’s only 5 after all. Childhood is the happiest

and easiest time in one’s life and I always dream about returning to

the past. I love AnAn very much.I met my best friend in university

who was in the same class as me. at the beginning of our relationship,

he scolded me for my noisiness in the class, and we had a quarrel that

day. however, after a while, i discovered that he, in fact, was not as

bad as i thought. so we began to talk with each other and little by little

we became friends. we usually play computer games together. he was

good at computer and helped me when there was something wrong

with my computer. i learned a lot from him. he is a little shy when he

meets a stranger, especially a girl he is not familiar with. he is sincere

to everyone. he also has many hobbies, such as playing volleyball or

soccer. we always support each other whenever the other one needs

help. we always keep our heart open and we share our happiness and

our secrets with each other. theres a proverb "a friend in need is a

friend indeed". and i think our friendship will last forever. 100Test 下
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